Why Not Parties in Russia?

Democracy, Federalism, and the State

Russia poses a major puzzle for comparative theorists of party development: Virtually every classic work takes parties to be inevitable and essential to electoral competition, but Russia remains highly nonpartisan more than fifteen years after Gorbachev first launched his democratizing reforms. The problem is that theories of party development lack a “control case,” almost always focusing on cases where parties have already developed and almost never examining countries where independent politicians are the norm. This book focuses on Russia as just such a control case. It mobilizes fresh public opinion surveys, interviews with leading Russian politicians, careful tracking of multiple campaigns, and analysis of national and regional voting patterns to show why Russia stands out. Russia’s historically influenced combination of federalism and “superpresidentialism,” coupled with a postcommunist redistribution of resources to regional political machines and “oligarchic” financial-industrial groups, produced and sustained powerful “party substitutes” that have largely squeezed Russia’s real parties out of the “electoral market,” damaging Russia’s democratic development.
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION

Russian language material is transliterated here using the Library of Congress system with the following exceptions:

General Exceptions:
• Y is used at the beginning of soft vowels (ya, ye, yu) that are the first letters in words.
• Soft signs are omitted at the end of proper names (i.e., Perm, not Per’m).
• Common spellings are employed for words or names that widely appear in English-language media (i.e., Chechnya, not Chechnia; Zyuganov, not Ziuganov).

Exceptions Made for People’s Names:
• Soft signs are omitted from people’s names (i.e., Yeltsin not Yel’tsin) except where used by a person him- or herself in Western publications (i.e., Marat Gelman but Vladimir Gel’man).
• The letter y is used at the end of names that would otherwise end in ii or iy.
• The letters ie are substituted for ’e (i.e., Glaziev, not Glaz’ev or Glazev; Vasiliev, not Vasil’ev or Vasilev; Afanasiev, not Afanas’ev).